
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Emil and the Detectives  
 
Subject:  Year 9 English – Miss Boulton                                                                                                       
Time: 50 minutes  
Learning Objective: I can recall facts from the story. I can use an online thesaurus to improve a piece 
of text.  
 
Task 1: Trapped 
Click on the link below to play the game, Trapped.  To play the game sort the words into their correct 
rooms. Look at the words and work out if they are common nouns, proper nouns, adjectives or 
comparative adjectives. Don’t worry, the game will remind you of what these words mean. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?e=spelling-grammar01 
 
Task 2: Chapter 11 – A Spy in the Hotel  
Click here to listen to Chapter 11: https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/assets/Uploads/Year-9/Miss-B-Eng-y9-audio/Emil-

and-the-Detectives-Chapter-11.mp3 
Click here to read the chapter yourself: https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/assets/Uploads/Year-9/Miss-B-Eng-y9-

audio/Emil-and-the-Detectives-Chapter-11.pdf 
 
Task 3: Quick Comprehension  
Answer the questions below. Write your answers as full sentences (not one-word answers). 

1. What is Emil’s idea for keeping track of Mr Grundeis?  

2. Who goes into the hotel to speak to the odd-job boy?  

3. What does Emil think about Berlin? 

4. Why does Emil return home early when he can stay out until 9pm?  

5. How does Emil feel about his mother?  

Task 4: Improve the Extract  
Rewrite and improve the extract below by changing the highlighted words for their better synonyms 
(alternatives). Click on the link to use an online thesaurus to help you. Type the yellow words into the 
search bar to find alternative words. https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-thesaurus 
 

Here it’s as noisy as though there was a fair going on all the time – and so many streets and squares – I 
should always be losing my way. I don’t know what would have happened to me tonight if I hadn’t 
have found you chaps; it gives me the creeps just to think of standing here alone.  

 
A handy hint: You will have to change some of the words to fit the tense of the story.  
 
Task 5: Extension Task - Internet Research (Optional)  
Use an Internet search engine e.g. Google, to find out how many hotels there are in Berlin.  
 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). Don’t 
forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April  If you would like us to see or mark your work, please email it or send a 
photo of your completed work to: dboulton@glebe.bromley.sch.uk Thank you 
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